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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS

Oxidized Organic Functional Groups in Aerosol Particles from Forest Emissions
Measured at Mid-Mountain and High-Elevation Mountain Sites in Whistler, BC

by

Rachel E. Schwartz

Master of Science in Earth Sciences

University of California, San Diego, 2010

Professor Lynn M. Russell, Chair

Aerosols contribute to the largest uncertainty in climate prediction (IPCC,

2007) from both direct and indirect radiative forcing; these effects are influenced by

particle size and chemistry. Although organic compounds constitute a large part of

aerosols, this fraction is poorly characterized. In an effort to address the complexity of

organic aerosols, aerosol particles were collected in Whistler, British Columbia, at a

mid-mountain site in spring 2008 and a peak site in spring and summer 2009. The

organic functional group composition of the collected aerosol was measured by

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. At the mid-mountain site the organic

mass (OM) project mean was 1.3 ± 1.0 µg m-3. On average, organic hydroxyl, alkane,

and carboxylic acid groups represented 34%, 33%, and 23% of OM,



xii

respectively. Positive matrix factorization (PMF) analysis, which was employed with

complementary elemental characterization, attributed 65% of the campaign OM to

biogenic sources. The functional group composition of the biogenic factor was similar

to that of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) reported from the oxidation of biogenic

volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) in laboratory chamber studies, providing

evidence that the magnitude and chemical composition of biogenic SOA simulated in

the laboratory is similar to that found in actual atmospheric conditions. At the

mountain peak site the OM project mean for all samples was 3.2 ± 3.3 µg m-3 and

reached a maximum of 13.6 µg m-3 during severe wildfires. Both burning and non-

burning forest emissions contributed to the significant ketone groups measured.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Aerosols are a complex constituent of the atmosphere resulting from a

combination of natural and anthropogenic processes. Aerosol particles can adversely

affect human health and drive many key aspects of the atmospheric and climate

systems, such as cloud formation. The regulation of anthropogenic atmospheric

aerosols is essential to curb unwanted effects on society. Such regulation is most

effective when the system and processes are well understood; yet aerosols contribute

to the largest uncertainty in climate prediction and the mechanisms that lead to adverse

health effects from aerosols have not been resolved (IPCC, 2007; Pöschl, 2005). These

uncertainties mandate further research to ensure responsible regulation.

Organic compounds compose up to 90% of the fine particle aerosol mass.

Despite its importance, the organic fraction of the aerosol is poorly characterized (Lim

and Turpin, 2002; Fuzzi et al., 2006). Recently, there has been intense interest in the

characterization of the organic aerosol fraction (Kanakidou et al., 2005; Fuzzi et al.,

2006; DeGouw and Jimenez, 2009). Organic aerosol particles enter the atmosphere

through direct emission from a source or secondary formation in the atmosphere from

gaseous precursors, volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Such aerosols are classified

as primary organic aerosol (POA) and secondary organic aerosols (SOA),

respectively.

Particle sources are wide ranging and include both anthropogenic and natural

sources. Anthropogenic sources include industry, vehicular, ships, fossil fuel
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combustion, and biomass burning (BB). Natural sources include biogenic (from the

biosphere), marine (sea spray), and dust. SOA formation and sources are currently not

well understood which hinders regulation efforts (DeGouw and Jimenez, 2009). Often,

the line between anthropogenic and natural sources becomes blurred. For example, as

land usage increases desertification, dust particulate matter will increase, or BB

aerosol increases as natural forest fires grow larger than usual due to forest practices.

The spatial scale of a given source may be local or near global. Asian dust transported

to North America is an example of long range transport.  Aerosol particles from these

different sources result in aerosols with very different chemical composition. The

aerosol chemistry then determines how these particles will interact in the environment,

e.g. their lifetime, direct light scattering or absorbing properties, and ability to act as a

cloud condensation nuclei.  Aerosol chemistry occurs in a dynamic environment;

aging of particles, often involving oxidation, occurs on multiple timescales. Figure 1

from Pöschl (2005) highlights the interdependencies between aerosol sources,

composition, properties, transformations, and climate and health effects. In the

atmosphere, the interactions of aerosol derived from varying sources are inevitable.

Thus, separating and apportioning measured ambient aerosol to a source is a difficult

task. Furthermore, we must not just identify and quantify aerosol sources, but also

understand the complex interplay of the aerosols of different sources in the

atmosphere if effective mitigation strategies for air pollution and climate are to be

devised.

The contribution of a given aerosol source to the atmosphere is not static and
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the feasibility of regulation is source dependent (i.e. it is easier to regulate some

industries than the biosphere). Globally, biogenic VOC (BVOC) emissions may be 10

times greater than anthropogenic VOC emissions (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). SOA

formation pathways from biogenic precursors, such as isoprene and terpenes, have

been presented from smog chamber studies (Surratt et al., 2006; Clayes et. al., 2004;

Carlton et al., 2009); yet which pathways are the most significant and relevant for

atmospheric conditions remain unknown (Kanakidou et al., 2005). Lab studies can

provide insight into common pathways and yields; but they often use unrealistically

high concentrations to account for wall losses and other lab constraints such as time.

By 2100, Tsigaridis and Kanakidou (2007) predict the global SOA burden will double,

with the increase mostly due to SOA from BVOC oxidation. The authors contribute

the main biogenic SOA change to oxidants and primary aerosol from human activities.

Increased temperatures can raise the SOA from biogenic sources exponentially

(Helmig et al., 2006). For a doubling of CO2 (not accounting for increase in

temperature), Kulmala et al. 2004 estimates a 10% increase in BVOC emissions. A

change in emissions will non-linearly influence particle concentrations and the time

scale of growth processes. Current uncertainties in biogenic SOA formation from

BVOCs and the predicted changes in BVOC emissions, compound to make the study

of biogenic SOA essential to any predictive modeling and regulation.

Forest fires present a complex issue for climate science and climate prediction.

Large, uncontrollable fires are a worldwide phenomenon that often carries tremendous

economical, environmental, and human costs. These fires are expected to increase
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with climate change (IPCC, 2007). Fires account for a substantial amount of CO2

emissions, half as much fossil fuel burning. While in general aerosols have a cooling

effect on the planet, black carbon (BC) is a strong absorber and creates an opposite

warming effect. In fact, BC may cause the second strongest warming effect only

behind CO2 (Ramanthan and Carmichael, 2008). About 40% of BC emissions are

attributed to open BB (Ramanthan and Carmichael, 2008). Yet, since organic carbon is

emitted simultaneously with BC in fires the net climatic forcing is uncertain. Bond et

al. (2004) name BB as the largest (42%) combustion source of primary organic carbon

ahead of fossil fuel (38%) and biofuel (20%) combustion.

The wealth of organic species makes predicting the organic contribution to

aerosol properties difficult. Classifying organic composition by functional group is a

useful approach to tackle this complexity since degree of oxidation and bond types

relate to solubility. Organic functional group concentrations have been measured by

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy in locations across the world

including urban (Houston, Mexico City), coastal (off Chile, Scripps Pier), Arctic

(Barrow, Alaska; North Atlantic Ocean), and forested (Whistler, BC; Northeast US)

sites (Russell et al., 2009a; Liu et al., 2009; Hawkins et al., 2010; Hawkins and

Russell, 2010; Shaw et al., 2010; Russell et al., 2009b; Schwartz et al., 2010; Bahadur

et al.. 2010). Unlike other techniques that focus on tracer identification (such as

levoglucosan for BB) and quantification only, FTIR spectroscopy has been shown to

measure close to 100% of organic mass (OM) (Maria et al., 2002, 2003; Russell, 2003;

Gilardoni et al., 2007; Russell et al., 2009b). In addition, FTIR spectroscopy allows for
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identification and quantification of carbonyl groups, a functional group of interest for

biogenic and BB aerosols. Calogirou et al. (1999) in a review of terpene oxidation

products (i.e. biogenic) note that FTIR spectroscopy is “particularly suited for

detection of aldehydes, ketones [carbonyls]…”.

Whistler Mountain, shown in Fig. 1.2, is located about 120 km from

Vancouver, in the southern Pacific Ranges of the Coastal Mountains in British

Columbia, Canada. Whistler Village sits at an elevation of 620 m above sea level (asl)

and Whistler Peak reaches 2182 masl. According to the BC Ministry of Forests and

Range, Whistler belongs to the Squamish Forest District of the Coast Forest Region.

The region includes four biogeoclimatic ecosystem classification zones: Interior

Douglas-fir Transitional Zone, Alpine Tundra Zone, Mountain Hemlock Zone, and

Coastal Western Hemlock Zone. The dominant vegetation of each zone is unique;

climate is the largest factor controlling the ecosystem zone (Meidinger and Pojar,

1991). Trees up to about 1850 masl line the valleys surrounding Whistler Mountain. In

general, the forests are largely coniferous, dominated by fir and hemlock. Whistler

Valley as seen from Whistler Peak in March 2009 is shown in Fig. 1.3. Forest fires are

both natural and human influenced events in forested regions. Based on the 1997 –

2008 fire seasons, the BC Wildlife Management Branch reports an average of 1,848

fires per season in BC. In a given year about 57% of forest fires were caused by

lightening, with the reaming fires attributed the humans activity. Whistler Peak is

influenced by long range transported particles from Asia in the early-spring, by
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biogenic aerosols in the late-spring and summer (Leaitch et al., 2009), and

occasionally by biomass burning aerosols in summer.

In an effort to address the complexity of organic aerosol composition and, in

particular, the impact of forest emissions on the global aerosol burden, aerosol

particles were collected in Whistler, British Columbia, at a mid-mountain site in

spring 2008 and a peak site in spring and summer 2009. The organic functional group

composition of the collected aerosol was measured by FTIR spectroscopy. Whistler is

an ideal location to study the influence of forest emissions on aerosol particles because

of its natural surroundings and distance from large urban centers. In addition, other

studies have used this location to study both local emissions and aged long range

transported aerosol; Environment Canada carries out ongoing measurements at

Whistler Peak, and the mountain terrain allows for multiple sampling sites varying in

altitude. Sampling over two seasons and across multiple years allows us to examine

the impact of a wide variety of conditions, including forest fires, on the resulting

ambient organic particles.

In Chapter 2, the ambient measurements from the mid-mountain May to June

2008 study are discussed. A portion of the measured OM is attributed to biogenic

sources based on correlations with biogenic gaseous precursors. The composition of

the biogenic fraction is discussed and compared to the composition of biogenic

organic aerosol from controlled laboratory chamber studies. In Chapter 3, the ambient

measurements from the peak March to September 2009 study are discussed. In

addition to  non-burning biogenic sources similar to that observed in the mid-mountain
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study,  biomass burning is identified as a source of organic aerosol. During March and

April the observed OM concentrations are significantly lower than during the

following warmer months for which the forest emissions contribute a large fraction of

the measured OM. A conclusion and summary of the proceeding chapters is presented

in Chapter 4.
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Figures

Figure 1.1: Interdependence and feedback between aerosol sources, composition,
properties, interactions, and effects to society through climate and health are shown
(Pöschl, 2005).
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Figure 1.2: A map showing the location of Whistler, the sampling location for the
mid-mountain and peak sampling projects.
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Figure 1.3: View of Whistler Valley from the Whistler Peak sampling site from
March 2009.
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Chapter 2

Biogenic Oxidized Organic Functional Groups in Aerosol Particles from a

Mountain Forest Site and their Similarities to Laboratory Chamber Products

2.1 Abstract

Submicron particles collected at Whistler, British Columbia, at 1020 masl

during May and June 2008 on Teflon filters were measured by Fourier transform

infrared (FTIR) and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) techniques for organic functional

groups (OFG) and elemental composition. Organic mass (OM) ranged from less than

0.5 to 3.1 µg  m-3, with a project mean and standard deviation of 1.3 ± 1.0 µg m-3 and

0.21 ± 0.16   µg m-3 for OM and sulfate, respectively. On average, organic hydroxyl,

alkane, and carboxylic acid groups represented 34%, 33%, and 23% of OM,

respectively. Ketone, amine and organosulfate groups constituted 6%, 5%, and < 1%

of the average organic aerosol composition, respectively. Measurements of volatile

organic compounds (VOC), including isoprene and monoterpenes from biogenic VOC

(BVOC) emissions and their oxidation products (methyl-vinylketone / methacrolein,

MVK/MACR), were made using co-located proton transfer reaction mass

spectrometry (PTR-MS). We present chemically-specific evidence of OFG associated

with BVOC emissions. Positive matrix factorization (PMF) analysis attributed 65% of

the campaign OM to biogenic sources, based on the correlations of one factor to

monoterpenes and MVK/MACR. The remaining fraction was attributed to

anthropogenic sources based on a correlation to sulfate. The functional group

composition of the biogenic factor (consisting of 32% alkane, 25% carboxylic acid,
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21% organic hydroxyl, 16% ketone, and 6% amine groups) was similar to that of

secondary organic aerosol (SOA) reported from the oxidation of BVOCs in laboratory

chamber studies, providing evidence that the magnitude and chemical composition of

biogenic SOA simulated in the laboratory is similar to that found in actual atmospheric

conditions. The biogenic factor OM is also correlated to dust elements, indicating that

dust may act as a non-acidic SOA sink.  This role is supported by the organic

functional group composition and morphology of single particles, which were

analyzed by scanning transmission X-ray microscopy near edge X-ray absorption fine

structure (STXM-NEXAFS).

2.2 Introduction

There is strong evidence that biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOC)

produce a large fraction of secondary organic aerosol (SOA). Globally, BVOC

emissions may be 10 times greater than anthropogenic VOC emissions (Seinfeld and

Pandis, 2006). Oxidation of BVOC yields a large biogenic contribution to SOA, with

estimates ranging from 12 to 70 Tg/yr (Hallquist et al., 2009). There are many

uncertainties in the estimates of SOA from BVOC, including the BVOC emissions,

reaction yields, and oxidant levels (Simpson et al., 2007).  Models predict that by 2100

the global SOA burden will double, as a result of increased biogenic SOA as well as

human activities (Tsigaridis and Kanakidou, 2007). The influence of biogenic sources

on global SOA is large and is also expected to increase with predicted changes in

temperature, vegetation, and CO2 levels (Tsigaridis and Kanakidou, 2007). On average
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60 ± 10% of organic carbon (OC) in Europe during the summer has been attributed to

biogenic sources, and it is suggested that biogenic SOA far exceeds anthropogenic

SOA in the summer even in urban centers such as Zürich (Szidat et al., 2006). The

importance of BVOC oxidation to particle mass and number has been demonstrated by

a number of studies influenced by a variety of different forested regions (Leaitch et al.,

1999; Kulmala et al., 2001; Sellegri et. al., 2004; Rissanen et al., 2006; Russell et al.,

2007). A peak biogenic SOA concentration of 15 µg m-3 (the largest to date) was

reported at a rural site north of Toronto in Ontario, Canada (Slowik et al., 2009).

Laboratory chamber studies have identified several products of isoprene

oxidation and a suite of products of monoterpene oxidation; these products include

carbonyls (both ketones and aldehydes), organic acids and hydroxyls, including triols

and tetrols (Surratt et al., 2006; Kroll et al., 2006), and small amounts of

organosulfates  (Surratt et al., 2008). Significant progress has been made on

understanding the proposed chemical mechanisms of the pathways for oxidation of

BVOCs to form SOA (Surratt et al., 2009; Paulot et al., 2009). These controlled

experiments have been run under a variety of conditions (varying oxidant

concentrations, light, seed aerosol, relative humidity, and temperature), although

almost always with only a single oxidant (Hallquist et al., 2009; Kanakidou et al.,

2005). From measured stable products, likely pathways and intermediates have been

proposed and varying yields have been calculated.  In addition, the chemical

composition of laboratory-produced biogenic SOA has been observed to change for

some time after SOA formation has slowed (Sax et al., 2005).
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However, there is very little evidence that these products identified in the

laboratory are formed and persist in the real atmosphere. The pathways that are the

most significant and relevant for atmospheric conditions remain unknown (Kanakidou

et al., 2005; Hallquist et al., 2009). Laboratory chamber studies have provided

quantitative information on specific pathways and yields, but they typically use

controlled conditions with a single oxidant and no competing reactants – an idealized

situation rarely encountered in the atmosphere. In addition, as a result of the sensitivity

of aerosol formation to the concentration of NOx, the mass yields determined in the lab

may not accurately represent those of ambient aerosol (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).

Further ambient measurements of biogenic SOA are necessary to guide the myriad of

results arising from chamber studies by providing constraints of real atmospheric

conditions. However, the complexity of multiple atmospheric variables (such as

transport times, mixing efficiencies, and multiple co-located sources) and their

interplay in ambient conditions, as well as the multitude of different organic

compounds, make ambient organic identification more challenging and often more

limited than controlled laboratory studies (Goldstein and Galbally, 2007). Some

methods such as gas chromatography-mass spectrometry can identify specific

chemical biogenic SOA tracers but are limited to identifying only a fraction (at best <

25%) of the atmospheric aerosol (Cahill et al., 2006). In situ atmospheric

measurements have provided evidence that biogenic SOA has high ratios of oxygen to

carbon. The large concentrations of biogenic SOA measured at Egbert, Canada, were

constrained by a lower limit of oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA-2, O/C ~0.46) and
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an upper limit of the weighted sum of OOA-1 (O/C ~ 0.81) and OOA-2, where Slowik

et al. (2009) approximate the O/C ratio from the fraction of m/z 44 (CO2
+ ion) in the

total organic mass spectrum, as presented by Aiken et al. (2008).

In this chapter, we use an expanded suite of instrumentation and statistical

techniques to present chemically-specific evidence for organic functional groups

(OFG) associated with biogenic VOC emissions. The suite of gas and particle phase

measurements at a mid-mountain site in the forests of Whistler, British Columbia, in

May and June of 2008 are used to identify the sources and composition of the organic

mass during this study, providing an opportunity to compare products observed in

laboratory chamber studies to those formed under atmospheric conditions.

2.3 Methods

Atmospheric particles and gases were sampled by a suite of co-located

instruments during a one-month campaign at a site in Whistler, BC, at 1020 m above

sea level (asl). The valleys surrounding Whistler Mountain are lined by trees up to

about 1850 m asl.  The forests are largely coniferous, dominated by firs and hemlock.

The measurements at the Children's Learning Center (CLC) building on Whistler

mountain included Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), high-resolution time-of-flight

aerosol mass spectrometry (HR-ToF-AMS), proton-transfer reaction mass

spectrometry (PTR-MS), X-ray fluorescence (XRF), single particle soot photometer

(SP2),  Scanning Transmission X-Ray Microscopy with Near-Edge Absorption Fine

Structure (STXM-NEXAFS), gas phase  (CO, O3, NOx), and meteorological
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conditions from 16 May to 16 June 2008. In addition, Environment Canada (EC)

maintains measurements of ozone, CO, particle size distributions (0.01- 20 µm), ionic

composition, light scattering, and light absorption at Whistler Peak at 2182 m asl

(Leaitch et al., 2009).

FTIR provides organic functional group concentrations through chemical

bond-based measurements (Russell et al., 2009a). Submicron particles were collected

on 37 mm Teflon filters (Pall Inc.) downstream of a 1-µm, sharp-cut cyclone (SCC

2.229 PM1, BGI Inc.). Overlapping duplicate samples of approximately 12 and 24 hr

duration were collected to provide redundant and higher loading samples.  Filter

changes generally occurred each morning (between 6 and 8 am PST) and each evening

(between 5 and 8 pm PST).  Back filters were collected to monitor VOC adsorption

and handling artifacts, although the FTIR absorption of these filters was below

detection limit in all cases. The standard deviation of the collected blanks was added

to the calculation of the sample precision.  FTIR spectra, measured with a Tensor 27

spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA),  were fit with polynomial baselines and peaks

associated with each OFG, including alkane, carboxylic acid, organic hydroxyl, amine,

organosulfate, and non-acidic carbonyl (ester or ketone) group concentrations (Maria

et al., 2002; Gilardoni et al., 2007; Russell et al., 2009a). Alkene, aromatic, phenol,

and organonitrate groups were below detection limit for all samples collected during

this project.

High resolution time-of-flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometry (HR-ToF-AMS,

Aerodyne Research Inc., Billerica, MA) provides real-time measurements of non-
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refractory compounds including sulfate, nitrate, and organic mass through production

of mass fragments by electron impact and detected by their mass to charge ratio (m/z)

(Jayne et al., 2000; DeCarlo et al., 2006; Canagaratna et al., 2007). The AMS was

operated in two modes: V and W-mode. The high mass resolution of W-mode (3000-

5000) allowed fragments of nominally the same m/z to be quantified separately,

thereby enabling a distinction between hydrocarbon (CxHy) and oxygenated

hydrocarbon (CxHyOz). W-mode data analysis (i.e. quantification of individual m/z

with better than unit mass resolution) for this study was completed using a custom

algorithm that incorporated a peak fitting procedure, typical AMS correction factors,

and the correction for O/C  suggested by Aiken et al. (2008).

Mixing ratios of selected VOCs were measured using high-sensitivity PTR-MS

acquired from IONICON Analytik (Innsbruck, Austria).  PTR-MS measures VOC

concentrations from mass fragments of VOCs with a proton affinity higher than that of

water, including monoterpenes and isoprene which are taken to be representative of

BVOC emissions (Guenther et al., 1995). In brief, ambient air is pumped into a drift

tube where VOCs undergo proton-transfer reaction with H3O+ ions produced by the

ion source. Species with a proton affinity higher than water form stable ions that are

selected with respect to m/z and counted (de Gouw et al., 2009). The particular PTR-

MS instrument and the sampling and calibration methods used here have been

described previously (Vlasenko et al., 2009).  One difference in operations was that a

heated (350 °C) platinum glass wool catalyst (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments,

Columbia, MD) was used for automatic background collection (for 14 min every 3 hr),
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as opposed to the activated charcoal used in the earlier study.  As previously, a 500

ppb Apel-Reimer standard was employed (with 22 calibration points), which

contained isoprene, α-pinene, and limonene.  We assume that all monoterpenes are

detected with the same average sensitivity as that measured for the sum of α-pinene

and limonene. Methanol and acetone were also measured. Similarly, we report mixing

ratios for the sum of methacrolein (MACR) and methylvinylketone (MVK) that are

detected at the same m/z by the PTR-MS.  MVK was calibrated with the Apel-Reimer

standard, and we assume MACR has the same sensitivity. Detection of other BVOCS

such as pinonaldehyde was not possible because of low mixing ratios near the

instrument’s detection limit during the campaign.

A single particle soot photometer (SP2) (Droplet Measurement Technologies,

Boulder, CO) was used to measure black carbon (BC) in particles containing BC cores

larger than about 70 nm diameter (Stephens et al., 2003; Schwarz et al. 2006; Slowik

et al., 2004). Briefly, an air stream that contains BC passes through an air jet and

intersects an intra-cavity and continuous Nd:YAG laser beam at 1064 nm wavelength.

BC particles absorb the laser light and are heated to reach incandescence.  The emitted

incandescence light is detected using photomultiplier detectors.  The peak

incandescence signal is proportional to BC mass. The detector signals from individual

particles are recorded at a high frequency, allowing the signals of each particle to be

recorded and stored for further analysis.  BC particle number concentrations are

obtained by integrating the individual particles of different sizes from 70 nm and up.
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X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF) of the same filters used for FTIR was

carried out at Chester LabNet (Tigard, Oregon) and provides elemental composition of

metals heavier than Na (Maria et al., 2003), including S, Si, Al, Fe, Ca, Ti, V, K, Cr,

Mn, Ni, Zn, and Br. The remaining elements heavier than Na (including Na) are also

detected by this method but are omitted from this discussion because more than 34 of

the 49 samples were below the detection limit.

Samples of atmospheric particles were collected for Scanning Transmission X-

ray Microscopy Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Spectra (STXM-NEXAFS) by

impaction on silicon nitride windows during 12 sampling periods, each of

approximately 30 to 60 min.  STXM-NEXAFS provides single particle chemical

composition, size, and morphology measurements (Takahama et al., 2007; 2010).  Of

these 12 samples, 89 particles from four windows were analyzed at the Advanced

Light Source (ALS) at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories (LBL).

The submicron organic mass (OM) measured by FTIR and Q-AMS has been

shown to agree within 20% in ambient studies with primarily non-refractory, smaller

than 500 nm, particles (Russell et al., 2009b). Figure 2.1 shows the comparison

between the V mode of HR-ToF-AMS and FTIR OM measurements, for which the

AMS OM concentrations were averaged for the filter sampling period and only

samples in which the AMS measured OM for more than 85% of the sample duration

are included. The average FTIR to V-mode HR-Tof-AMS ratio is 1.6 with correlation

coefficient (r) equal to 0.85. Several of the samples with higher FTIR than AMS OM

concentrations also contained a significant concentration of dust (as illustrated in Fig.
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2.1), suggesting that OM on submicron dust is not adequately measured by the AMS.

This result is consistent with similar findings in a high-dust region reported by

Hawkins et al. (2010). Samples with Si concentrations below 0.05 µg m-3 have a

stronger correlation of r = 0.89 (V-mode) and lie closer to the 1:1 line. The submicron

dust elemental concentrations (Fig. 2.2) were present in ratios similar to those found in

Asia and North America (McKendry et al., 2001). The average AMS sulfur (from

sulfate) to XRF sulfur ratio is 0.31 with r = 0.91. The different fractions of OM and

sulfur collected by the AMS relative to offline impactors suggest that a majority of the

OM is not present on the same particles as the sulfate.

2.4 Results

Whistler peak is influenced by long range transported particles from Asia in

the early-spring, by biogenic aerosols in the late-spring and summer (Leaitch et al.,

2009), and occasionally by biomass burning aerosols in summer. Vancouver is 100 km

southwest of Whistler and is the closest large city. During the 2008 measurements at

the mid-mountain site, the lack of nearby large pollution sources and specific

meteorological conditions resulted in lower concentrations of atmospheric oxidants in

the valley. The project means and standard deviations of NOx and O3 concentration,

measured using a TECO 42C and TECO 49C (Thermo Electron Corporation,

Waltham, MA), were 1.5 ± 1 and 28 ± 11 ppbv, respectively (as listed in Table 1).

The mean NOx is dominated by relatively short-lived increases due to local traffic and

the morning breakup of the nocturnal inversion that formed below the CLC.  The tall
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spikes in BC number concentration, shown in Fig. 2.3d, are attributed to diesel trucks

from a nearby mountain road.  The lower but broader increases in BC concentration

during the late mornings are related to the nocturnal inversion breakup that carried

pollutants accumulated over Whistler village through the site; the latter was rapidly

diluted as the boundary layer grew.  These factors account for less than a 10% increase

in the 12 hr average of more than 90% of the filter sampling periods. Overall these BC

number concentrations are quite low (Jacobson, 2002) and there is no evidence to

suggest the local truck emissions contributed more than 10% of OM.

The OFG composition is shown in Fig. 2.3a for the May and June 2008

measurement campaign. OM was composed of alkane, carboxylic acid, ketone,

organic hydroxyl, and amine groups, with five samples containing detectable

organosulfate groups. OM was variable throughout the project, ranging from less than

0.5 to 3.1 µg m-3, with the project mean and standard deviation at 1.3 ± 1.0 µg m-3. On

average, organic hydroxyl, alkane, and carboxylic acid groups represented 34%, 33%,

and 23% of OM, respectively. Ketone, amine, and organosulfate groups made up 6%,

5%, and < 1% of the average organic aerosol composition, respectively.

The OFG concentrations show correlations with each other and dust,

suggesting at least two distinct types of organic sources. Organic hydroxyl group

fraction is mildly correlated to amine group fractions. In addition, organic hydroxyl

and amine groups are strongly (r = 0.8) and mildly (r = 0.6) correlated with dust (Si),

respectively, while alkane and carboxylic acid groups show no correlation (r < 0.25)

to dust (Si). These differences suggest at least two distinct sources with varying OFG
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signatures contributing to OM. There are weak correlations among several of the OFG

and VOC.  Weak correlations are consistent with both the formation of OFG from

VOCs that are simultaneously removed as well as the multivariate nature of the

dependence of OM on mixtures of sources, oxidants, and photochemical pathways.

A prominent feature of the time series of the summed OFG and BVOCs shown

in Figs. 2.3a,b is the two large peaks in concentration during two different periods,

“H1”  (from 18:00 PST May 16 to 13:00 PST May 19) and “H2”  (from 18:00 PST

May 24 to 8:00 PST May 28). The time between and after these two periods also

includes significantly increased concentrations of both monoterpenes (38 to 210 ppt)

and OM (0.1 to 2.3 µg m-3). The temporal variations of isoprene and monoterpene

concentrations are only weakly correlated. Secondary, longer-lived oxidation products

of BVOCs, such as MVK/MACR, which in general had low mixing ratio values (a

factor two higher than instrument noise), also had higher concentrations during H1 and

H2 (listed in Table 2.1).

An interesting feature of the local activities near the mid-mountain site was a

nearly continuous background of submicron dust components ranging from about 0.02

to 0.8 µg m-3. This submicron dust is probably associated with local sources because

of its substantial concentration, its weak correlation with local wind speed, and the

lack of evidence for free tropospheric influence of long-range transported Asian

aerosols.  The lack of a significant difference in day and night concentrations suggests

that the submicron dust was either sufficiently long-lived that there was no temporal

correlation to specific daytime activities on the mountain or that the majority of the
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dust was windblown rather than activity-related. The trace metal measurements from

XRF included S, Si, and Al, each with campaign average concentrations greater than

50 ng m-3. Fe, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Ni, Zn, and Br contributed from 0.4 to 34 ng m-3 over

the study. The concentrations of crustal elements are shown in Fig. 2.3c.

We apply Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF, using PMF2 software

purchased from P. Paatero, Helsinki University, based on Paatero and Tapper (1994))

to separate the fraction of the OFG that is most closely associated with the same

sources as the BVOC emissions. This method has been used previously on FTIR

spectra to identify and separate combustion, wood burning, marine, and other sources

(Russell et al., 2009a; 2010; Liu et al., 2009; Hawkins and Russell, 2010). PMF was

applied on the 80 baselined FTIR spectra collected for 12 and 24 hr samples, using an

uncertainty matrix constructed as discussed in Russell et al. (2009a). Results for 2, 3,

4, 5, and 6 factor solutions with rotation parameter FPEAK of -0.4, -0.2, 0, 0.2, and

0.4 were explored. For more than four factors, two or more factors were correlated to

each other, indicating that the measurements were insufficient to differentiate

additional independent factors. For the four-factor solution the FPEAK range was

expanded to -2 to 2, and the Q values as a function of FPEAK were examined

(Ulbrich et al. 2009). The effects of rotation close to zero were small, and those further

from zero provide unrealistic spectra. FPEAK = 0.2 was chosen for detailed

investigation because of its low Q value and realistic spectra shape. To provide an

estimate of the PMF spectra uncertainties, spectra for a range of three rotations are

shown in Fig. 2.5.
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The four-factor solution reproduced more than 90% of the absorbance. Three

of the four factors obtained from this correlation were mildly or weakly correlated

with monoterpene or isoprene concentrations and each other.  Since these correlations

mean that the factors were not independent, their sum is considered here as parts of a

single factor (shown in Fig. 2.3e). The summed biogenic factor fraction is correlated

to monoterpenes and MVK/MACR with correlation coefficients of 0.69 and 0.63,

respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.4a,b. Because of the correlation to BVOC, this factor

has been identified as a “biogenic” factor; it accounts for more than half of the OM

(65%) during the project and is more than 80% of OM during the H1 and H2 periods

of higher monoterpene and isoprene concentrations.  The fourth factor from PMF was

weakly anti-correlated to monoterpenes (r = -0.44) and mildly correlated to AMS

sulfate and XRF S concentrations (Fig. 2.4d).  The correlation to sulfur species

suggests a fossil fuel combustion source for this OM and is referred to as the

“combustion” factor.  This factor may also include contributions from the port and

urban areas of Vancouver as well as particles transported from Asian sources.

The average concentrations of the summed biogenic and combustion factors

and their fractional composition of OFG are listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.

The summed biogenic factor is composed of 32% (32-38%) alkane, 25% (22-25%)

carboxylic acid, 21% (19-21%) organic hydroxyl, 16% (12-16%) ketone, and 6% (6-

7%) amine groups, where the range is for the PMF rotations shown in Fig. 2.5.  The

combustion factor is largely alkane (52%, 50-57%) and carboxylic acid (30%, 24-

33%) groups.
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The correlation of the biogenic factor fraction with monoterpenes of r = 0.69 is

higher than the correlation of OM with monoterpenes (r = 0.33).  This correlation of

the biogenic factor OM to monoterpenes is also higher than that of the OOA-2 factor

identified from the more rapid time resolution AMS measurements at Egbert, ON

(Slowik et al., 2009), because that factor was associated with both anthropogenic and

biogenic sources during different time periods of the study. In addition, the Egbert site

was ≥12 hr downwind of the main BVOC emission sources rather than in the middle

of the forest as at Whistler, resulting in closer correlation between BVOC precursors

and SOA reaction products.  It is also possible that the 12 hr sample duration is

sufficient to smear the time delay for the oxidation of monoterpenes and condensation

of the oxidized products to form SOA, which we expect to be less than 10 hr in similar

atmospheric conditions (Russell et al., 2007). The correlation of BVOC concentrations

to the biogenic OM factor identified by PMF is stronger than the correlations to the

directly-measured OFG, supporting the interpretation of this factor as representing the

fraction of the OM from a biogenic source. The biogenic factor is also correlated

strongly (r > 0.75) with elements often used as tracers for dust (Al, Si, K, Ti, and Fe).

The correlation between the biogenic factor fraction and Si (r = 0.63) is shown in Fig.

2.4c.

The three individual parts of the summed biogenic factor show different

strong, mild, and weak correlations with specific BVOC, OFG, and dust. For this

reason, even though these three parts of the summed biogenic factor have sources that

co-vary too much to be resolved independently, we consider the characteristics that
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differentiate each part.  The first part of the biogenic factor, Part 1, consists mostly of

organic hydroxyl groups (69%, 68-72%) and is strongly correlated to the dust signal.

To evaluate the role that the particle substrate may play in heterogeneous formation of

SOA, we have also considered the correlation of the product of Si and monoterpene

concentrations with this part of the biogenic factor; this correlation is strong with r =

0.93, with this correlation coefficient exceeding those of monoterpenes with the

summed biogenic factor or with either of the other two parts. The second and smallest

biogenic factor part, Part 2, is mildly correlated with monoterpenes (r = 0.64). This

factor consists primarily of alkane (66%, 56-66%) and acid (25%, 24-32%) groups.

Part 3 of the summed biogenic factor is weakly (r = 0.30) correlated with isoprene

when we include samples with above detection limit (dl) isoprene measurements for

more than 50% of the filter time (and OM below dl samples are included). This factor

has a significant fraction of ketone groups (36%, 31-38%).  In summary, the

differences in the parts of the summed biogenic factor likely represent the products of

different types of BVOC (namely isoprene and monoterpenes) as well as different

SOA formation processes (such as condensation of organic hydroxyl group-containing

products on dust instead of further oxidation to ketone or acid groups).

2.5 Discussion

Since OFG are characteristic of the organic compounds they make up, we

expect the composition of the biogenic factor to resemble the composition of

laboratory chamber SOA produced from oxidation of monoterpenes and isoprene.
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Table 2.2 summarizes the mass fractions of OFG in the reported SOA products from

oxidation of monoterpenes, isoprene, and their mixtures. The observed ambient

biogenic factor has 16% ketone groups, which is similar to the 10 - 17% ketone groups

from the reported smog chamber products 10-hydroxypinonic acid, pinonaldehyde,

pinonic acid, and methylglyoxal sulfates (isomer 1) (Hallquist et al., 2009). The

organic hydroxyl group composition (21%) is similar to that of 3-hydroxyglutaric acid

(16%), 2-hydroxymethylsuccinic acid  (16%), and glyoxal sulfate  (15%), as shown in

Table 2. The carboxylic acid fraction (25%) is similar to that found for pinonic acid

(24%).  The summed biogenic OM factor, like both C5-alkene triols isomers has an

average O/C of 0.6.  Several compounds shown in Table 2.2 contain small

contributions of OFG not identified in the Whistler biogenic factor, and no single

compound exactly matches the measured biogenic OFG composition. However, there

are possible combinations, such as, a 2:1 ratio of pinonic acid to methyltetrol, that

nearly reconstruct the overall biogenic factor OFG composition.  Multiple

combinations of more than 2 compounds also resemble the overall biogenic factor

OFG composition.

Certainly there are many unidentified compounds that also contribute to the

chamber SOA, and Table 2.2 shows only the similarity of the OFG in the identified

compounds with those in the summed biogenic factor.   To compare to the overall

chamber SOA composition, we see that the O/C ratio of the summed biogenic factor is

slightly higher than the values for smog chamber SOA from both monoterpene and

isoprene reactions (0.37 to 0.57) (Hallquist et al., 2009), but the chamber data are well
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within the range of Parts 2 (0.2) and 3 (0.6).  The summed biogenic factor O/C also

exceeds the O/C of the OOA-2 factor (~0.46), which was during an identified biogenic

period associated with biogenic SOA at Egbert (Slowik et al., 2009).  The higher O/C

of the Whistler biogenic SOA could easily result from differences in atmospheric

oxidant concentrations as well as in sampling methodology, since the high O/C (1.2)

in the organic hydroxyl group-containing Part 1 of the summed biogenic factor is

likely formed on dust which is absent in chamber studies and either absent or not

sampled at Egbert.

To identify the locations of the biogenic and combustion OM factors, we used

Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT,

http://www.arl.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php) back trajectories to evaluate the probability

that the times during which the OM was largely from one factor (above the 75th

percentile) coincided with a particular back trajectory region.   We investigated 1 and

3 day back trajectories and chose the former, since the 3-day trajectories were

disproportionately affected by a few unusual samples that did not reflect the majority

of the study measurements.  Figure 2.6 shows the one-day HYSPLIT back trajectories

and maps of potential source contribution functions (PSCF) of monoterpenes, the

summed biogenic factor, and the combustion factor (Pekney et al., 2006).  The PSCF

calculation indicates that the source regions of monoterpenes and the summed

biogenic factor largely coincide with the forested regions to the east of Whistler. The

small differences in the three parts of the biogenic factor may indicate differences in

BVOC emissions from the vegetation in different regions. The source region identified
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for the combustion factor is southwest of Whistler, including the regions near the

coastal cities of Vancouver, Seattle, and Portland, as well as the offshore shipping

activities associated with their ports.

The summed biogenic factor is also correlated with the oxygenated VOCs

methanol (r = 0.55) and acetone (r = 0.69). This suggests that variations in these

VOCs, especially acetone, are associated with products of BVOCs that may serve as

precursors to the biogenic SOA or may simply be produced simultaneously

(Vereecken and Peeters, 2000). This interpretation of methanol and acetone

production from local biogenic sources is supported by observed strong diurnal

variations of acetone, as such variations would tend to be reduced during transport

from Vancouver or some other distant anthropogenic source.

The 0.02-0.8 µg m-3 concentrations of submicron dust components and the

correlation of these components to the biogenic factor, suggests that dust acts as a

surface for the condensation of products of BVOC oxidation. The correlation between

the product of crustal elements and BVOCs with the biogenic factor (r > 0.9) provides

some support for this speculation. Strong correlations between the biogenic factor and

the product of OM and BVOCs (r > 0.8) are consistent with the two-product model of

SOA formation suggested by Odum et al. (1996), indicating that SOA condensation

onto pre-existing organic particles may play a limiting role.

The weakness of the correlations with BVOCs limits our ability to develop

quantitative generalizations from these results. However, if there were a 4 to 12 hr

delay required to form SOA from BVOCs in the atmosphere, stronger correlations
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would not be expected.  This time delay is more evident during the short duration H1

and H2 events, as is expected for Eulerian sampling with a variable temporal offset

from the source region. However, the 12 to 24 hr offset between the peaks in VOCs

and the peaks in SOA suggests an SOA formation timescale of under a day. In

addition to the delay associated with the chemical formation of biogenic SOA, there

may also be an accumulation effect as the aerosol passing over the forest picks up

SOA, which would also result in a lag between the peaks in BVOC and biogenic SOA

concentrations.

The non-acidic carbonyl group contribution observed during this study is

similar to the OM attributed to biogenic SOA in ICARTT (Bahadur et al., 2010) and to

biomass burning emissions during measurements at the Scripps pier (Hawkins and

Russell, 2010).  This observation of ketone groups associated with both the emissions

of plants and the burning of plants is enabled by the suitability of FTIR for detecting

ketone groups (Calogirou et al., 1999).  The high organic hydroxyl group factor, and

its strong association with dust, suggests a different SOA formation pathway that has

only been identified in Whistler.

In order to better understand the role of the ketone and carboxylic acid groups

in biogenic SOA, we have classified the 89 particles analyzed by NEXAFS-STXM

into the 14 categories presented by Takahama et al. (2007). The two most common

particle types for the 89 particles were “secondary” (type “a”) and “other” (types “k”,

“l”, and “n”) containing 32 and 24 particles, respectively. The remaining particles

were classified as biomass burning (types “i” and “j”), combustion (types “b” – “e”,
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“g”, “h”, and “m”), and ultisol-soil (type “f”). As shown in Fig. 2.7, the "other"

particles have a higher ratio of ketone to carboxylic acid groups than the “secondary”

particles. The “secondary” particles also tend to be larger in size.  This distinction is

consistent with the results from the PMF factors of the FTIR submicron filter-based

measurements that most of the ketone groups are formed from a different source or

process than the carboxylic acid groups, as shown in Fig. 2.5 by the biogenic and

combustion factor OFG compositions. The size differences suggest that at least some

of the higher carboxylic acid group fractions may be from cloud processing, since

reactions in cloud droplets may result in high SOA yields and more particle growth

(Altieri et al., 2008).   Conversely, the ketone group ratios are higher on many of the

submicron particles since the higher contribution at smaller diameters suggests they

are more likely to have formed from gas phase reactions (Maria et al., 2004).

2.6 Conclusions

The ambient OM concentrations at Whistler ranged from less than 0.5 to 3.1

µg m-3, with two distinct periods that corresponded to high concentrations of gas phase

monoterpenes and isoprene as well as OM. About 65% of OM during the month-long

study and over 80% during the periods of high monoterpene and isoprene

concentrations was associated with secondary biogenic OM. The OFG composition of

this biogenic OM differs from those compositions associated in other field campaigns

with fossil fuel combustion and marine emissions (Russell et al., 2009a; 2010; Liu et

al., 2009).
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These findings provide one of the most unambiguous data sets for

characterizing the functional group composition of ambient biogenic SOA. The

presence of alkane, carboxylic acid, ketone, and organic hydroxyl groups in biogenic

SOA is qualitatively consistent with both smog chamber results and with other

biogenic OFG measurements (Hallquist et al., 2009; Bahadur et al., 2010). In fact, the

similarity of the quantitative contributions of OFGs in the summed biogenic factor to

those in the products identified from laboratory chamber SOA provides preliminary

evidence for the atmospheric importance of the production and persistence of ketone

and organic hydroxyl groups rather than aldehyde or organosulfate groups. While the

differences between atmospheric SOA and laboratory chamber SOA are expected

given the lower levels of both oxidants and BVOCs at Whistler during the study

period, the similarities provide an indication of which products are more common and

more stable in the atmosphere. The absence of aldehyde groups in the ambient SOA

could also result from the sampling methods, or it may indicate that aldehydes are too

volatile or too unstable to persist in atmospheric particles.
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Tables

Table 2.1: Time weighted Mean and Standard Deviation of Measured OM, OFGs,
VOCs, Oxidants, PMF Factors and Elemental Concentrations for the Campaign and
for Periods H1 and H2.

Campaign H1 H2

average
standard
deviation

average
standard
deviation

average
standard
deviation

OFG (%)
Alkane Groups 33 15 44 26 27 14

Organic  Hydroxyl
Groups

34 13 14 5 41 10

Amine Groups 5 3 6 5 5 2
Ketone Groups 6 8 9 11 9 6
Carboxylic Acid

Groups
23 11 28 17 18 10

OM (µg m-3) 1.3 1 2.8 1.8 1.3 0.28

VOC (pptv)
Monoterpenes 130 50 200 80 220 51

Isoprene 35 12 NA NA 49 17
MVK/MACR 21 7.6 33 21 26 4.4

PMF (µg m-3)
Summed Biogenic

Factor
0.78 0.83 2.2 1.5 1.1 0.44

Biogenic Part 1 0.36 0.31 0.24 0.18 0.77 0.43
Biogenic Part 2 0.23 0.52 1.3 0.89 0.28 0.26
Biogenic Part 3 0.42 0.57 1.2 1.3 0.33 0.26

Combustion Factor 0.39 0.29 0.37 0.14 0.16 0.15

Oxidants (ppbv)
NOx 1.5 1 0.75 0.55 0.73 0.54
O3 28 11 36 22 25 6.8

XRF (µg m-3)
S 0.11 0.14 0.23 0.17 0.08 0.039
Si 0.038 0.054 0.047 0.041 0.081 0.077
Al 0.026 0.038 0.025 0.021 0.058 0.053
Fe 0.015 0.022 0.015 0.011 0.031 0.029
K 0.007 0.008 0.014 0.009 0.011 0.008
Ti 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
Ca 0.007 0.013 0.015 0.013 0.016 0.015

Note: OFG in which samples were below detection limit (bdl) for greater than 75% of
the samples are removed, PTR-MS measurements when the VOC were measured
above dl for more than 80% of the filter time are used. Bdl XRF were set to zero. The
sum of the summed biogenic and combustion factor project OM (1.2 µgm-3) was used
to calculate the project biogenic fraction of 65%.  All high resolution measurements
are averaged over FTIR filter time periods; all averages and standard deviations are
time weighted by filter duration.
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Figures

Figure 2.1: Comparison of V mode  HR- Tof-AMS and FTIR OM concentrations.
Five-minute resolution HR-Tof-AMS data was averaged over each filter sampling
period and only filter periods in which the AMS was collecting measurements for at
least 85% of the sample period (with a 50% duty cycle in V mode) were used here. 1:1
line is shown by a dashed line. Linear regression produces a fit through the origin with
slope of 1. 6 and r = 0.85.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of concentrations of several dust markers (Al, Fe, K, Ca, Ti)
with Si for all above detection limit12 hr samples collected during the project.   All 5
dust markers had strong correlations with Si and slopes of  0.68, 0.38, 0.22, 0.18, and
0.03 for Al, Fe,  K, Ca, Ti, respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Time series of measured and calculated submicron aerosol components
with H1 (light green) and H2 (dark green) marked by top colored bars: a) Time series
of OM and OFG as stacked bars: organic hydroxyl (pink), alkane (blue), ketone (teal),
amine (orange), acid (green), organosulfate (yellow) group concentrations; b) shows
the sum of isoprene (light blue) and monoterpenes (purple) concentration; c) dust
components Al (light grey), Si (tan), K (maroon), Ca (dark green) , Ti (black), Fe(dark
grey); d) Time series of 5 min. average BC measurements (black) and ~12 hour
averages (brown); e) Time series of OM reconstructed from four-factor PMF.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of PMF fractions and important tracers. Biogenic factor
fraction and a) monoterpenes, b) MVK/MACR c) Si, and Combustion factor fraction
and d) sulfate.  Comparison includes 12 hr samples with OM above detection, with
four samples during 17-18 May omitted because the flow control was not operating
during this time and PTR-MS measurements when the VOC were measured  above dl
for more than 80% of the filter time. (OM concentrations are BDL if less than 80% of
the mass from the functional groups was above detection limit.)
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Figure 2.5: FTIR spectra (for FPEAK of 0, 0.2 (bold), and 0.4) and OFG composition
of summed biogenic and combustion PMF source factors. The pie charts show the
average OFG composition for each factor, with the colors as given in Fig. 2.3 (organic
hydroxyl (pink), alkane (blue), ketone (teal), amine (orange), acid (green)).  The
summed biogenic factor is made up of the three parts shown, where the composition
pie for each part is scaled to its contribution to OM.
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Figure 2.6: Maps of British Columbia and surrounding regions showing (a) one day
NOAA HYSPLIT back trajectories and potential sources contribution functions
(PSCF) of (b) monoterpenes, (c) the combustion factor, and (d) the summed biogenic
factor.
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Figure 2.7: Summary of ketone groups and carboxylic acid groups, for individual
particles measured by STXM-NEXAFS, as a function of the apparent geometric
diameter after impaction on the substrate.
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Chapter 3

Oxidized Organic Functional Groups in Aerosol Particles from Burning and

Non-burning Forest Emissions at a High-Elevation Mountain Site

3.1 Abstract

Ambient particles collected at Whistler, British Columbia, at a high-elevation

mountain peak site (2182 masl) during March to September 2009 on Teflon filters

were measured by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy for organic

functional groups (OFG). The OM project mean and standard deviation for all samples

was 3.2 ± 3.3 µg m-3. The mean OM and maximum concentrations during the second

period, May to September, (maximum of 13.6 µg m-3) were significantly higher than

during the first month (maximum of 1.2 µg m-3). The OM concentrations measured

during spring 2008 in the Whistler valley, at a site over a km lower than the peak

location, were lower than the concentrations observed during a similar time period in

2009 at the peak. On average, organic hydroxyl, alkane, carboxylic acid, ketone, and

amine, groups represented 31% ± 11%, 34% ± 9%, 23% ± 6%, 6% ± 7%, and 6% ±

3% of OM, respectively. Ketone groups were not measured in the first month but

contributed up to 27% of the average organic aerosol composition in the second period

from 23 May 2009 to 10 September 2009. Positive matrix factorization (PMF)

analysis was used to separate combustion and forest sources of the measured organic

aerosol. The forest source was made-up of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) from

burning and non-burning forest-derived volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
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3.2 Introduction

There is strong evidence that burning and non-burning forest emissions are

important contributors to primary and secondary organic mass (OM) (Bond et al.,

2004; Hallquist et al., 2009). Bond et al. (2004) name biomass burning (BB) as the

largest (42%) combustion source of primary organic carbon, outweighing both fossil

fuel (38%) and biofuel (20%) combustion. Bond and colleagues estimate BB

emissions account for 31-45 Tg Cyr-1 of global primary organic aerosol (POA). Gas

phase compounds also result in significant aerosol formation (secondary organic

aerosol, SOA). Globally, biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOC) emissions

may be 10 times greater than anthropogenic VOC emissions (Seinfeld and Pandis,

2006). Oxidation of BVOCs yields a large biogenic contribution to SOA, with

estimates ranging from 12 to 70 Tg Cyr-1 (Hallquist et al., 2009).

These significant forest-related emissions present a complex issue for climate

science and climate prediction due to a number of possible feedbacks. Large

uncontrollable fires are expected to increase with climate change (IPCC, 2007) due to

reduced rainfall and increased temperatures.  Bowman et al. (2009) discuss how fires

in turn influence climate due to their large greenhouse gas (CO2 emissions equal to

50% of those from fossil fuel combustion) and aerosol particle (40% of black carbon,

along with large POA emissions discussed) emissions. Bowman and colleagues urge

future IPCC assessments to include specific analyses of the role of forest fires because

of their large emissions and potential for positive feedbacks.  Similarly, Kulmala et al.

(2004) explores feedbacks between climate and non-burning forest emissions. They
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present evidence that increased temperatures and CO2 concentrations will act to

fertilize forests, which will in turn create a large BVOC source and ultimately result in

a cooling effect from the increased biogenic aerosol.

The radiative impacts of aerosol particles are altitude-dependent (Penner et al.,

2003). Chuang et al. (2002) estimated the first indirect forcing associated with organic

aerosol from BB to be - 1.16 Wm-2. Yet, injection of aerosol particles higher in the

atmosphere increases particle lifetime and thus ability to influence climate. Higher-

altitude injections of organic BB aerosol may in general enhance the negative

longwave forcing (Penner et al., 2003). Additionally, global chemical transport models

under-predicted organic aerosol in the free troposphere by up to 100 times when

compared to ambient measurements (Heald et al., 2005).

Here, we use ambient measurements and statistical techniques to present

evidence for organic functional groups (OFG) associated with both burning and non-

burning forest emissions.  At a lower free troposphere, high-elevation mountain site in

Whistler, British Columbia, in spring and summer 2009 FTIR spectroscopy

measurements were used to identify the sources and composition of the OM. Separate

day, night, total, and submicron samples allow for several comparisons. The ambient

conditions provide an opportunity to examine burning and non-burning forest

emissions together. We also discuss possible separation of these sources.
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3.3 Methods

Environment Canada (EC) maintains a measurement platform at Whistler Peak

in the lower free troposphere (2182 masl) established in spring 2002 (Macdonald et

al., 2006). One of the many objectives of the site is to monitor changes in the

composition and concentration of particulate pollutants entering North America from

Asia. Atmospheric particles were sampled and measured by Fourier transform infrared

(FTIR) spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) techniques for organic functional

groups (OFG) and elemental composition in Whistler, BC, at the high-elevation

Whistler Peak site during April, May, June, and July of 2009.

FTIR spectroscopy provides OFG concentrations, including alkane, carboxylic

acid, organic hydroxyl, amine, ketone, alkene, and aromatic groups, through chemical

bond-based measurements (Russell et al., 2009). Over a sampling period of

approximately three days, five filter samples were collected, with three measurements

collected simultaneously on 37 mm Teflon filters (Pall Inc.).  The filter collection was

divided by size into total and submicron filters, and by day and night samples with an

automated switch occurring at 6:30 am and 6:30 pm PST daily. The total samples were

collected from an inlet with no size-selection. Total samples can be considered to

include collection of particles up to 10 µm with the absolute upper limit dependent on

ambient conditions, such as wind speed and precipitation. Submicron samples were

collected downstream of a 1µm impactor (Brechtel Manufacturing, Inc., Hayward,

CA). Aerosol particles were collected on one filter during both day and night and on

May 29, 2009 this filter was changed from submicron to total size. During sampling
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all filters were kept in a freezer to reduce losses over the multiple day exposure period.

Samples were kept frozen before analysis by FTIR spectroscopy and allowed to

equilibrate in a temperature and humidity controlled cleanroom environment for 24

hours before FTIR spectroscopic analysis. As described in Chapter 2, FTIR sample

spectra were measured with a Tensor 27 spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA), and

baselined and fitted with peaks to identify OFG using the method described by Russell

et al. (2009). Alkene, aromatic, and organonitrate groups were below detection limit

for all samples.  Organosuflate groups were above detection limit during only one

three day-long sampling period.

XRF analysis provides quantitative measurements of elemental composition.

90 of the same filter samples used for FTIR, the majority of which are submicron

samples, were sent to Chester LabNet (Tigard, Oregon) for elemental analysis of

elements Na and heavier (Maria et al., 2003).

The sampling campaign was nearly continuous for 4.5 months during two

sampling periods separated by a month when the sampling site was inaccessible. 26

March 2009 to 27 April 2009 and 23 May 2009 to 10 September 2009 are referred to

as the first and second sampling periods, respectively.

3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 OFG composition

The OM was composed of alkane, carboxylic acid, ketone, organic hydroxyl,

and amine groups and was highly variable throughout the project for all sample types
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as shown in Fig. 3.1. The OM project mean and standard deviation for submicron

samples, total samples, and both submicron and total samples together, are 3.1 ± 3.2

µg m-3, 3.3 ± 3.2 µg m-3, and 3.2 ± 3.3 µg m-3, respectively. The mean OM of 4.1 ± 3.5

µg m-3 during the second period is significantly higher than the 0.6 ± 0.3 µg m-3 mean

concentration measured during the first month. This difference in the periods is

emphasized by a comparison of the maximum concentrations of 1.2 µg m-3 and 13.6

µg m-3 during the first and second periods, respectively. As seen in Fig 3.1, the largest

OM concentrations for all sample types occurred during three samples from 28 July

2009 to 8 August 8 2009. In general, the variability in OM during the project is similar

across the sample types. Organosulfate groups were above detection limit during only

three samples in one sampling period (marked in Fig 3.1) and represented 2 to 9% of

OM when present. Two periods during which total OM was significantly larger than

submicron OM are marked by a red bar in Fig 3.1 and will be discussed further in

Section 3.4.2.

The OFG composition as OM fraction is shown in Fig 3.2. On average, organic

hydroxyl, alkane, carboxylic acid, ketone, and amine, groups represented 31% ± 11%,

34% ± 9%, 23% ±  6%, 6 ± 7%, and 6% ± 3% of OM, respectively. Acid group

fraction and alkane group fraction are strongly correlated to each other (r = 0.82) and

mildly anti-correlated to organic hydroxyl group fraction (r = - 0.74). Ketone groups

were observed in the second time period only. In samples during the second period

that had ketone groups above detection limit, ketone groups composed up to 27% of

OM with an average of 14% of OM, indicating that the conditions favoring ketone
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group formation were significantly different from those that did not. Overall, the OFG

composition is similar for corresponding day and night, and total and submicron

samples.

3.4.2 Size and diurnal comparison

Simultaneous total and submicron aerosol collection and analysis for OFG

composition allows for a calculation of supermicron organic particles (supermicron =

total-submicron).  The comparisons between the submicron and total OM and OFGs

for both day and night are shown in Fig. 3.3. In all but a few samples, the total and

submicron OM measurements compare very well and within the uncertainties of the

measurements. The average total to submicron OM ratio is 0.99 with a correlation

coefficient (r) equal to 0.97.  Total and submicron OM are indistinguishable during

most samples, suggesting that little organic mass is present in supermicron particles.

No clear differences exist between day and night samples. As shown in Fig. 3.4, the

concentrations of each OFG are similar through day and night samples and there is no

consistent trend across OFG. That is, we do not see one OFG dominating in day or

night samples as would be expected if local photochemical reactions were controlling

particle composition.

During two periods, 17 August to 21 August (night only) and 24 August to 31

August, a difference between total and submicron OM measurements was observed,

indicating OM was present in supermicron particles. The composition of the

supermicron aerosol was calculated by subtracting the integrated submicron OFG
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measurements from the total OFG measurements. A comparison between the

submicron and supermicron OFG concentrations is shown in Fig. 3.5. In these three

samples, the submicron OM concentrations are greater than the supermicron

concentrations. Supermicron and submicron OFG composition is similar in all but the

17 August to 21 August night sample. Although these periods are close in time,

supermicron aerosol was not observed during the sample separating them. It is

interesting to note that the 21 August to 24 August three-day sample was the only

period for which organosulfate groups were above detection limit. The combination of

organosulfate groups and supermicron organic particles suggests that air masses

sampled from 17 August to 31 August may have been influenced by different sources

than those controlling the particle composition during most of the project.

The total and submicron OM are indistinguishable during all samples with few

exceptions suggesting supermicron particles contain little organic mass.  This

observation is consistent with non-local sources. Similarly, a lack of diurnal variation

suggests that the measured aerosol is non-local as temporal variation in source is

expected to be lost in aged air masses. Vertical motion needed to bring regional

aerosols to the peak altitude may act similar to long range transport processes during

which supermicron particles are not as efficiently transported and diurnal variations in

sources are smeared. Non-local aerosol sources are consistent with previous studies at

the Whistler Peak location and are expected for this high-altitude, relatively remote

site (Sun et al., 2009; Leaitch et al., 2009).
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3.4.3 Influence of regional wildfires

A prominent feature of many Whistler 2009 FTIR spectra was a pair of sharp

peaks at 2920 cm-1 and 2850 cm-1. These peaks have been observed and briefly

described by Hawkins and Russell (2010) (HR2010). The authors observed this same

spectral feature in certain samples collected at the Scripps pier during summer 2008

and in the identified biomass burning Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) factor. The

sharpness of the peaks, which are located at the sp3 C-H stretching absorption from

methylene groups, is due to the absorption of repeating methylene units. HR2010

attribute these sharp methylene peaks to long-chain plant cuticle wax detritus, which

are lofted in large wildfires. The authors suggest a prominence of this spectral feature

can separate wildfire biomass burning from smaller fires and other types of burning

that are not expected to contain the plant waxes.

The BC 2009 wildfire season was exceptionally severe in its length, number of

fires, and area burned.  Figure 3.6 shows the forest fire hotspot map for the 2009 forest

fire season compiled by Natural Resources Canada (www.nrcan.gc.ca) from advanced

Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) imagery, Moderate Resolution Imaging

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) imagery, and Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR)

World Fire Atlas and the large active fires on July 31, 2009 in the Western US as

reported by National Interagency Fire Center. According to the BC Wildfire

Management branch, the 2009 fire season had one the highest number of fires on

record, with a total of 3,040 fires due to “exceptional weather and fire behavior

conditions”. During several time periods in the 2009 project smoke was visible at the
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sampling site. Two separate fires occurred on Blackcomb mountain (less than 20 km

from Whistler Peak) during 30 July to 8 August, one of which caused an evacuation of

Whistler Village. During this fire period, the OM concentrations were at a maximum

and the sharp methylene peaks were prominent in all ambient spectra.

3.4.4 Positive Matrix Factorization of FTIR organic spectra

The aerosol composition of any given sample is a complex mixture of

components from multiple sources. General aerosol source types were identified by

application of Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF, using PMF2 software purchased

from P. Paatero, Helsinki University, based on Paatero and Tapper (1994)) to the

FTIR submicron spectra. This method has been used previously on FTIR spectra to

identify and separate varying sources (Russell et al., 2009; Hawkins and Russell,

2010; Schwartz et al., 2010). Rotation parameter FPEAK of –1.2 to 1.2 by 0.4 and

two, three, four, and five factor solutions were examined. A lack of differences

between the source spectra for different rotations suggest that the PMF solutions are

robust and independent of rotation; FPEAK = 0 was selected for further analysis. The

source factor composition and factor contribution to the submicron aerosols for a two

factor PMF solution are shown in Fig. 3.7.

The PMF analysis of organic spectra allows for identification and

quantification of multiple types of organic aerosol, indicating multiple types of

sources influencing the measured aerosol at the peak location. Factor 1, shown in red

in Fig. 3.7, is identified as a fossil fuel combustion factor. Spectrally it resembles the
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combustion factor identified at the Whistler mid-mountain site (Schwartz et al., 2010),

as shown in Fig. 3.8, and other combustion factors identified in several other field

projects from diverse locations (Russell et al., 2009, Liu et al., 2009; Hawkins and

Russell, 2010). This spectrum has the characteristic ammonium absorbance that is

observed throughout the combustion factors identified by PMF on FTIR spectra.

Factor 1 is correlated mildly (0.5 < r < 0.75) with XRF S and consists mostly of alkane

and acid, with no ketonic constituent. The combustion source likely includes regional

emissions from Northwest cities such as Vancouver and pollutants from long range

transport of Asian emissions, consistent with measurements of sulfate at Whistler Peak

by Sun et al. (2009).

Factor 2 has  large alcohol and ketone group fractions and the spectrum

includes the sharp methylene peaks previously discussed. These peaks suggest that

this factor may represent a BB source. The presence of ketone is supportive of BVOC

oxidation. Schwartz et al. (2010) in Table 2 summarizes several laboratory chamber

studies in which monoterpene and isoprene oxidation products contain ketone groups.

HR2010 also observed a significant fraction of ketone in their BB fraction. As seen in

Fig. 3.7, the contrast between the fractional contribution of Factors 1 and 2 to the

measured OM is drastically different during the first and second periods. While Factor

1 is highly prominent in the low OM March and April period, Factor 2 is the main

source of the high OM May to September period characterized by higher temperatures

and sporadic fires. For these reasons Factor 2 is labeled as “forest”.
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For a number of reasons it appears that the forest factor may have both burning

and non-burning sources. A large fractional contribution of ketone has not been

observed in combustion or marine FTIR PMF components, but has been observed in

both BB and biogenic sources (Hawkins and Russell, 2010; Schwartz et al. 2010;

Bahadur et al., 2010). While the contribution of the forest factor is small in the first

period, before the fire season began, its presence during this period suggests the forest

factor may have a non-burning component. Although it is very likely that the wildfire

emissions dominate the measured organic aerosol during the second sampling period,

non-burning emissions are also a likely contributor. The high temperatures that

contributed to the large number of forest fires are also likely to increase the biogenic

emissions (Helmig et al., 2006). To investigate a possible separation of burning and

non-burning forest emissions we expand the two-factor solution to three factors.

In the three-factor solution the forest factor splits into two factors (referred to

as “parts”) while the combustion factor remains largely unchanged. This suggests that

there was higher variability among components in the forest factor than in the

combustion factor. In addition, the similarity of the two combustion factors both in

composition and in temporal contribution to OM over the whole campaign as shown in

Fig. 3.7 is noteworthy. This robustness in the combustion factor suggests combustion

is a consistent source of organic aerosol to Whistler Peak and is not as highly

dependent on season as other sources may be. The two and three factor source spectra

for this project and relevant previously reported factor spectra are shown together in

Fig 3.8.
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The spectrum of one of the two forest factor parts closely resembles the BB

source spectra reported by HR2010 as seen in Fig 3.8c and for this reason it is referred

to as Factor 2BB. The Factor 2BB spectra retains the sharp methylene double peaks

noted in the forest factor, and the relative contribution of these peaks to other OFG

absorbing regions increases relative to in the forest factor. The ketone group

contribution of Factor 2BB also increases and is similar to the ketone fraction reported

by HR2010 (25%).  Both Factor 2BB and the forest factor are highly correlated to Br,

a tracer for BB (Andreae et al., 1996).

The other forest factor part, which should represent the non-burning forest

emissions if the PMF three-factor solution was able to separate the forest parts

successfully, is referred to as Factor 2Bio. As expected, the contribution of this factor

to the first period when there was no fires is higher relative to Factor 2BB. Supporting

the idea that this factor represents a non-burning biogenic source, the Factor 2Bio

spectrum resembles the high alcohol “Biogenic Part 1” identified at the mid-mountain

Whistler site by Schwartz et al. (2010). Biogenic Part 1 was correlated to

monoterpenes and dust. Factor 2Bio has a ketone contribution unlike Biogenic Part 1,

but similar to the combined Whistler 2008 biogenic factor. The methylene peaks

remain in Factor 2Bio. As HR2010 attribute these peaks to plant waxes it would not be

inconsistent to observe plant waxes is non-burning forest emissions. Yet, these peaks

were not identified previously in the Whistler mid-valley location and are probably

more consistent with a POA component of Factor 2Bio. Factor 2Bio is mildly

correlated with Br.
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Factor 2BB and Factor 2Bio are strongly correlated (r = 0.88). Because high

temperature is critical to both burning and non-burning forest emissions, the two

factors appear to be mostly co-emitted. Due to this correlated relationship between

burning and non-burning emissions, separation by PMF analysis may be difficult.

Some observations suggest that Factor 2Bio and Factor 2BB may not represent

separation. During the large local fire period of 30 July to 8 August the relative

contribution of Factor 2Bio increases rather than Factor 2BB. Factor 2BB, in small

contributions, is observed during time periods of no to little wildfires such as the first

period and early July.  The methylene peaks in Factor 2Bio may represent either poor

separation or the presence of non-burning POA. Since the forest parts are correlated to

each other drawing conclusions from correlations of trace metals also may not be

completely clear.

3.4.5 Mid-mountain and peak comparison

Through a comparison between the Whistler mid-valley 2008 (1020 masl) and

a period of Whistler Peak 2009 measurements the impact of elevation (and geography)

on measured OFG concentrations and on aerosol influences can be examined. Whistler

2008 submicron  ~ 12 hr measurements were collected for a month from 16 May to 16

June 2008. The 2008 submicron OM at the valley site ranged from less than 0.5 to 3.1

µg m-3, with a project mean and standard deviation of 1.3 ± 1.0 µg m-3. The 2009

measurements from 23 May to 17 June (the most comparable time period) ranged

from less than 1.3 to 5.1 µg m-3, with a project mean and standard deviation of 3.6 ±
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1.6 µg m-3. The 2009 peak OM concentrations were significantly higher than those

measured at the mid-valley site in 2008. The OFG composition for 2008 and the 2009

period were respectively 34% and 23% organic hydroxyl, 33% and 37% alkane, 23%

and 26% carboxylic acid, 6% and 9% ketone, and 5% and 5% amine groups. One

notable difference between the sites is that trees surround the 2008 mid-mountain site

while the Whistler Peak site is above the tree line. In addition to the elevation

difference, differences between the 2008 and 2009 measurements may be a result of

the early 2009 fire season. In contrast to 2009, the 2008 fire season started slowly due

to cool spring temperatures and Schwartz et al. (2010) did not observe a BB influence

for the Whistler 2008 study.

3.5 Conclusions

The ambient OM concentrations measured at Whistler Peak during spring and

summer 2009 varied from 0.06 to 13.6 µg m-3 with a project mean and standard

deviation of 3.2 ± 3.3 µg m-3. The OM concentrations, which reached 1.2 µg m-3

during the first period of sampling from March to April, were consistently lower than

the concentrations from May to September. Ketone groups were not measured in the

first period but contributed up to 27% of the average organic aerosol composition in

the second period. The 2009 forest fire season in BC set a record for most recorded

fires while the total area burned was well above average. The fire season was also

longer than usual with notable fires in September and multiple fires burning as early as

May due to abnormally high temperatures and low precipitation.
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HR2010 suggest the sharp methylene peaks observed in FTIR spectra may be

used as an indicator of the influence of large wildfires on the chemical composition of

the measured aerosol. This hypothesis is further supported by the presence of these

peaks and the large number of wildfires during the 2009 project. However, the

presence of methylene peaks in two PMF factors (Factor 2BB and 2Bio) suggest either

co-emission or co-production of the two components, or chemical similarity with

regard to the hydrocarbon bonding in the emitted compounds from the two proposed

sources.

The OM concentrations measured during spring 2008 in the Whistler valley, at

a site over a km lower than the peak location, were lower than the concentrations

observed during a similar time period at the peak in 2009. The average OFG

composition of the submicron aerosol was in general similar between the two sites.

Most notably, 11% by mass less organic hydroxyl groups were observed in the peak

measurements. Both the OM concentrations and composition may have been influence

by the early 2009 fire season.
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Figures

Figure 3.1: Time series of OM and OFG as stacked bars: organic hydroxyl (pink),
alkane (blue), ketone (teal), amine (orange), acid (green) in a) day submicron, b) day
total, c) day and night (submicron before May 29, 2009, and total post that date), d)
night submicron and, e) night total aerosol during the 2009 sampling period. The color
bar on top shows periods when supermicron aerosol was measured (red) and
organosulfate groups were above detection limit (yellow).
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Figure 3.2: Time series of OFG fraction as stacked bars with colors as in Fig. 3.1
(organic hydroxyl (pink), alkane (blue), ketone (teal), amine (orange), acid (green),
organosulfate (yellow)) in a) day submicron, b) day total, c) day and night (submicron
before May 29, 2009, and total post that date), d) night submicron and, e) night total
aerosol for OM above detection limit samples.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between total and submicron sample types by OFG including
both day (red) and night (blue) samples. Asterisks label samples with detectable
supermicron organic aerosol included in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between day (6:30 AM PST to 6:30 PM PST) and night
sample types by OFG including both submicron (red) and total (blue) samples.
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Figure 3.5: A comparison between the submicron (left) and supermicron (right) OM
and OFG for the periods in which there was a detectable difference between total and
submicron samples.
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Figure 3.6: Maps of fires a) in Western Canada showing fire hotspots from 2009 fire
season. The hotspots are determined by infrared satellite images and are mapped as
part of the Fire Monitoring, Mapping and Modeling System (Fire M3) (Natural
Resources Canada, www.nrcan-rncan.gc.ca) b) Map of Western US showing the large
wildfires active on July 31, 2009  (National Climate Data Center,
www.ncdc.noaa.gov).
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Figure 3.7: Time series of submicron OM reconstructed from a) day samples and b)
night samples for two-factor PMF with Factor 1 (red) and Factor 2 (purple). Three-
factor PMF is shown for c) day samples and d) night samples with Factor 1 (red),
Factor 2Bio (dark green), and Factor 2BB (blue). In the right panel the OFG
composition of the factors are represented with organic hydroxyl (pink), alkane (blue),
ketone (teal), amine (orange), and acid (green). Factor 2 splits into Factor 2BB (left
pie) and Factor 2Bio (right pie). Each pie outline color corresponds to the PMF factor
in the bar plot.  Note the different scale axis for the first and second periods.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of two factor solution, three factor solution, and previously
reported PMF source factor spectra separated by factor types. a) Combustion factors
including three factor (dash line) and two factor spectra in red and Whistler mid-
mountain combustion factor from Schwartz et al. 2010 (black). b) Biogenic factors
including Factor 2Bio (green), Factor 2  Forest factor (purple), and Biogenic Part 1
from Schwartz et al. (2010). c) BB factors including Factor 2BB (blue), Factor 2
Forest factor (purple), and BB factor (brown) from Hawkins and Russell (2010).
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

Aerosol particles can adversely affect human health and drive many key

aspects of the atmospheric and climate systems. Aerosols contribute to the largest

uncertainty in climate prediction and the mechanisms that lead to adverse health

effects from aerosols have not been resolved (IPCC, 2007; Pöschl, 2005). Organic

compounds constitute a large portion of aerosol mass, yet this fraction is poorly

characterized. Burning and non-burning forest emissions are important contributors to

global primary and secondary organic mass (OM) (Bond et al., 2004; Hallquist et al.,

2009). In an effort to address the complexity of organic aerosols and in particular the

impact of forest emissions, aerosol particles were collected in Whistler, British

Columbia, at a mid-mountain site in spring 2008 and a peak site in spring and summer

2009.

The organic functional group composition of the collected aerosol was

measured by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Classifying organic

composition by functional group is a useful approach to tackle the complexity of

organic compounds since degree of oxidation and bond types relate to solubility. FTIR

spectroscopy allows for identification and quantification of carbonyl groups, a

functional group of interest for burning and non-burning forest aerosols. As described

in Chapters 2 and 3, ambient submicron particles were collected on 37 mm Teflon

filters (Pall Inc.). Additionally, larger particles (up to 10 µm) were collected at the

peak site. FTIR spectra were measured with a Tensor 27 spectrometer (Bruker,
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Billerica, MA) and fit with polynomial baselines and peaks associated with each

organic functional group, including alkane, carboxylic acid, organic hydroxyl, amine,

organosulfate, and non-acidic carbonyl (ester or ketone) group concentrations (Maria

et al., 2002; Gilardoni et al., 2007; Russell et al., 2009).

The mid-mountain (1020 masl) 16 May to 16 June 2008  project and the

composition of the non-burning biogenic secondary organic aerosol (SOA) were

investigated. In addition to FTIR measurements, atmospheric particles and gases were

sampled by a suite of co-located instruments including high-resolution time-of-flight

aerosol mass spectrometry (HR-ToF-AMS), proton-transfer reaction mass

spectrometry (PTR-MS), X-ray fluorescence (XRF), single particle soot photometer

(SP2), Scanning Transmission X-Ray Microscopy with Near-Edge Absorption Fine

Structure (STXM-NEXAFS), and gas phase (CO, O3, NOx). During this project OM

ranged from less than 0.5 to 3.1 µg m-3, with a project mean of 1.3 ± 1.0 µg m-3 and

0.21 ± 0.16 µg m-3 for OM and sulfate, respectively. On average, organic hydroxyl,

alkane, and carboxylic acid groups represented 34%, 33%, and 23% of OM,

respectively.

About 65% of OM during the month-long study and over 80% during

identified periods of high monoterpene and isoprene concentrations was associated

with secondary biogenic OM. The biogenic factor consisted of 32% alkane, 25%

carboxylic acid, 21% organic hydroxyl, 16% ketone, and 6% amine groups. This

composition is similar to that of SOA reported from the oxidation of biogenic volatile

organic compound (BVOCs) in laboratory chamber studies, providing evidence that
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the magnitude and chemical composition of biogenic SOA simulated in the laboratory

is similar to that found in actual atmospheric conditions. These findings provide one of

the most unambiguous data sets for characterizing the functional group composition of

ambient biogenic SOA. The presence of alkane, carboxylic acid, ketone, and organic

hydroxyl groups in biogenic SOA is qualitatively consistent with both chamber results

and with other biogenic organic functional group measurements (Hallquist et al., 2009;

Bahadur et al., 2010).

At the high-elevation mountain peak site (2182 masl) supermicron and

submicron aerosol were collected from March and September 2009. The identified

forest source, made-up of SOA from burning and non-burning forest-derived volatile

organic compounds (VOCs) was investigated. The OM project mean for submicron

samples, total samples (including particles up to 10 µm), and both submicron and total

samples together, are 3.1 ± 3.2 µg m-3, 3.3 ±  3.2 µg m-3, and 3.2 ±  3.3 µg m-3,

respectively. The mean OM of 4.1 ±  3.5 µg m-3 during May to September is

significantly higher than the 0.6 ± 0.3 µg m-3 mean concentration measured during the

first month. The OM reached a maximum of 13.6 µg m-3 during severe wildfires in

early August.

Ketone groups were not measured in the first period (March to April) but

contributed up to 27% of the average organic aerosol composition in the second period

(May to September). Both burning and non-burning forest emissions contributed to the

significant ketone groups measured. These measurements support the hypothesis by

Hawkins and Russell (2010) that sharp methylene peaks in the FTIR spectra may be
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used as an indicator of the influence of large wildfires on the chemical composition of

the measured aerosol. However, the presence of methylene peaks in two Positive

Matrix Factorization (PMF) factors (Factor 2BB and 2Bio) suggest either co-emission

or co-production of the two components, or chemical similarity with regard to the

hydrocarbon bonding in the emitted compounds from the two proposed sources.

The OM concentrations measured during spring 2008 in the mid-mountain site,

were lower than the concentrations observed during a similar time period at the peak

in 2009. The average organic functional group composition of the submicron aerosol

was in general similar between the two sites. Most notably, 11% (by mass) less

organic hydroxyl groups were observed in the peak measurements. Both the OM

concentrations and composition may have been influence by the early 2009 fire

season. Measuring over two seasons and across multiple years provided a more

complete picture of the biogenic aerosol during wide variety of conditions including

periods of high temperature and nearby forest fires.
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